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A PACKET DELAY ANALYSIS OF IEEE 802.11 DCF IN
 
SINGLE-HOP AD HOC NETWORKS
 

Marcelo M. Carvalho and J. J. Garcia-luna-Aceves 

Abstract - This paper presents an analytical model to 
compute the average service time and jitter experienced by 
a data packet when transmitted in a saturated IEEE 802.11 
ad hoc network. In contrast to traditional work in the 
literature, in which a distribution is usually _tted or 
assumed, we use a bottom-up approach and build the _rst 
two moments of the service time based on the IEEE 802.11 
DCF binary exponential backoff algorithm and the events 
underneath its operation. Our model is general enough to be 
applied to any type of IEEE 802.11 wireless ad hoc network 
where the channel state probabilities driving a node's 
backoff operation are known. We apply our model to 
saturated single-hop ad hoc networks under ideal channel 
conditions. We validate our model through extensive 
simulations and conduct a performance evaluation of a 
node's average service time and jitter for both direct 
sequence and frequency-hopping spread spectrum physical 
layers as speci_ed by the IEEE 802.11 b standard. 
Keywords: medium access control, modeling, 
performance evaluation, ad hoc networks, IEEE 802.11. 
Resumo - Este trabalho apresenta um modelo anal'_tico 
para 0 c'alculo do tempo m'edio de servic,o e a vari.ancia 
(.jitter.) observados na transmiss.ao de um pacote de dados 
em uma rede de comunicac,.ao IEEE 802.11 no modo ad 
hoc e em regime de saturac,.ao. Em contraste com 
abordagens tradicionais da literatura, nas quais alguma 
distribuic ,.ao de probabilidade 'e assumida ou inferida, 0 

presente trabalho faz uso de uma abordagem construtiva, na 
qual os dois primeiros momentos do tempo de servic,o s.ao 
obtidos a partir da descric,.ao do algoritmo de 
retransmiss.ao do padr.ao IEEE 802.11 DCF e dos eventos 
dominantes em sua operac,.ao. a modelo apresentado 'e 
geral 0 su_ciente para ser aplicado em qualquer rede de 
comunicac,.ao IEEE 802.11 operando no modo ad hoc e 
para a qual sejam conhecidas as probabilidades dos estados 
de canal. Neste trabalho, aplicamos 0 modelo em redes ad 
hoc saturadas sob condic, .oes ideais de canal. Validamos 0 

modelo atrav'es de simulac, .oes e apresentamos uma 
an'alise de desempenho do tempo de servic,o para 0 caso 
de duas das camadas f'_sicas especi_cadas no padr.ao IEEE 
802.11 b: espalhamento espectral por seq"u.encia direta e 
por saito de freq"u.encia . 
Palavras-chave: controle de acesso ao meio, 
modelamento, an'alise de desempenho, redes de 
comunicac,.ao ad hoc, IEEE 802.11. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

During the past few years we have witnessed an 
evergrowing interest in wireless technologies and their 
application to portable devices. As the number of users of 
such technologies has increased, the demand for real-time 
traffic and delay-sensitive applications has become more 
critical. Along the efforts to satisfy such needs, standards 
for wireless local area networks (WLANs) have been 
proposed, and the IEEE 802.11 medium access control 
(MAC) protocol [7] is the de facto standard and the most 
widely used nowadays. In the IEEE 802.1 I, the main 
mechanism to access the medium is the distributed 
coordination function (DCF), which is a random access 
scheme based on the carrier sense multiple access with 
collision avoidance (CSMA/CA). The DCF provides two 
access schemes: the default, called basicaccess mechanism, 
and an optional, four-way handshake scheme. The standard 
also de_nes the optional point coordination function (PCF), 
which is a centralized MAC protocol that uses a point 
coordinator to determine which node has the right to 
transmit. The PCF suppports collision free and time 
bounded services. However, because the PCF cannot be 
used in multihop or single-hop ad hoc networks, the DCF is 
the access network widely assumed, which implies varying 
delays for all traCc. Curiously, the majority of the work on 
analyzing the performance of IEEE 802.1 I DCF has 
concentrated on its throughput [2, 3, 4, II] and not much 
attention has been given to analyzing its delay. In this 
paper, we provide an analytical model to compute the 
average service time and jitter experienced by a packet 
when transmitted in a saturated IEEE 802.11 ad hoc 
network. In contrast to traditional work in the literature, in 
which a distribution is usually _tted or assumed [3, 5, 6, 8], 
we use a bottom-up approach and build the _rst two 
moments of a node's service time based on the IEEE 802.11 
binary exponential backoff algorithm and the events 
underneath its operation. The strength of our model relies 
on the fact that it can be applied to many network scenarios. 
The key to its successful application is the knowledge of 
the channel state probabilities driving a node's backoff 
operation. Here, we apply our model to saturated, single
hop ad hoc networks with ideal channel conditions, 
operating under the four-way handshake mechanism of the 
DCF. For this case, the channel state probabilities we obtain 
are based on the work by Bianchi [2], which provides a set 
of nonlinear equations that relates a packet's collision 
probability with its transmission probability (in 
steadystate). We linearize Bianchi's model and _nd simple 
equations to these quantities. The reason for our 
approximation is twofold: ease of computation and the need 
to better understand the impact of system parameters on 
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channel and system probabilities (something that is not so 
clear under a nonlinear system of equations). 
We validate both our model and thelinearized system 
through extensive simulations and conduct a performance 
evaluation of a node's average service time and jitter for the 
direc~ sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) and frequency
hoppmg spread spectrum (FHSS) physical layers under the 
same scenario. We investigate their performance as we vary 
such parameters as initial contention window size, slot time 
size, packet size, and maximum backoff stage. The rest of 
the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 brie_y reviews 
the DCF mechanism. Section 3 presents our analytical 
model. Following that, in Section 4, we validate our model 
throug~ simulations. Section 5 presents a performance 
eval~atIon of both DSSS and FHSS physical layers. In 
SectIon 6 we present our conclusions. 

2. THE DISTRIBUTED COORDINATION 
FUNCTION 

The DCF describes two techniques for packet transmission: 
the default, a two-way handshake scheme called basic 
access mechanism, and an optional four-way handshake 
mechanism. In the basic access mechanism, a node 
monitors the channel to determine if another node is 
transmitting before initiating the transmission of a new 
packet. If the channel is idle for an interval of time that 
~xceeds t~e distributed interframe space (DIFS), the packet 
IS transrmtted. Otherwise, the node monitors the channel 
until it is sensed idle for a DIFS interval, when it then 
generates a random backoff interval for an additional 
deferral time before transmitting. This collision avoidance 
feature .of the protocol i~tends to minimize collisions during 
contentIOn among multIple nodes. In addition, to avoid 
channel capture, a node must wait a random backoff time 
between two consecutive new packet transmissions, even if 
the medium is sensed idle in the DIFS time. DCF has a 
discrete-time backoff timer. The backoff timer is 
decremented only when the medium is idle and it is frozen 
when the medium is sensed busy. After a busy period, the 
decrementing of the backoff timer resumes only after the 
medium has been free longer than a DIFS period. A 
transmission takes place when the timer zeros out. The slot 
s.ize of the backoff timer is denoted by _, and equals the 
tIme needed by any node to detect the transmission of a 
pack~t by any other node. It is, therefore, dependent on the 
phySIcal layer and accounts for the propagation delay, the 
transmit-toreceive tum-around time, and the time to signal 
the sta~e ?f the channel to the MAC layer. At each packet 
transrmSSIOn, the backoff time is uniformly chosen in the 
range (O;W 0 J I). The value W is called the contention 
window and depends on the number of failed transmissions 
for a packet, i.e., for each packet queued for transmission, 
the contention window W takes an initial value Wmin that 
dou~les after each unsuccessful packet transmission, up to a 
maXImum of Wmax (the values of Wmin and Wmax are 
physical-layer speci_c). The contention window remains at 
Wmax for the remaining attempts. This is the so-called 
expon~ntial backoff scheme. In the sequel, each attempt to 
transrmt a packet during the exponential backoff will be 
referred to as a backoff stage. An ACK 
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Figure 1. IEEE 802.11 access methods: (a) Basic Access. 
(b) RTS/CTS. 

is transmitted by the destination node to signal the 
successful packet reception. The ACK is immediately 
transmitted at the end of the packet, after a period of time 
called short interframe space (SIFS). If the transmitting 
node does not receive the ACK within a speci3d timeout, 
or if it detects the transmission of a different packet on the 
channel, it reschedules the packet transmission according to 
the given backoff rules. Figure I (a) illustrates the basic 
access mechanism. The four-way handshake mechanism 
involves the transmission of the request-fa-send (RTS) and 
clear-to-send (CTS) control frames prior to the 
transmission of the actual data frame. A successful 
exchange of RTS and CTS frames attempts to reserve the 
channel for the time duration needed to transfer the data 
frame under consideration. The rules for the transmission of 
an RTS frame are the same as those for a data frame under 
the basic access scheme. After receiving an RTS frame, the 
receiver responds with a CTS frame after a SIFS. After the 
successful exchange of RTS and CTS frames, the data 
frame can be sent by the transmitter after waiting for a SIFS 
interval. In case a CTS frame is not received within a 
predetermined time interval, the RTS is retransmitted 
following the backoff rules as speci_ed in the basic access 
procedures described above. The frames RTS and CTS 
carry the information of the length of the packet to be 
transmitted. This information can be read by any listening 
node, which is then able to update a network allocation 
vector (NAY) containing the information of the period of 
time in which the channel will remain busy. Therefore, 
when a node is hidden from either the transmitting or the 
receiving node, by detecting just one frame among the RTS 
and CTS frames, it can suitably delay further transmissions 
to try to avoid collisions. Figure I (b) illustrates the four
way handshake mechanism, which we simply call the 
RTS/CTS mechanism. 
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3. ANALVTICAL MODEL 

In this Section we present the analytical model for the 
average service time and jitter experienced by a packet in a 
saturated IEEE 802.11 ad hoc network. For this purpose, 
werst derive the average service time and jitter as functions 
of the channel state probabilities. Following that, we 
present the computation of the channel state probabilities 
for the case of a single-hop ad hoc network under ideal 
channel conditions. 

3.1 SERVICE TIME CHARACTERIZATION 

As mentioned in Section 2, once a node goes to backoff, its 
backoff time counter decrements according to the perceived 
state of the channel. If the channel is sensed idle, the 
backoff time counter is decremented. Otherwise, it is 
frozen, staying in this state until the channel is sensed idle 
again for more than a DIFS, at which time its decrementing 
operation is resumed. While the backoff timer is frozen, 
only two mutually exclusive events can happen in the 
channel: either a successful transmission takes place or a 
packet collision occurs. Therefore, if we denote the three 
possible events a node can sense during its backoff by Es = 
fsuccessful transmissiong, Ei = fidle channelg, and Ec = 
fcollisiong, each of the time intervals between two 
consecutive backoff counter decrements, which we call 
.backoff steps., will contain one of these three mutually 
exclusive events. In other words, during a node's backoff, 
the j-th .backoff step. will result in either a collision, a 
transmission, or the channel being sensed idle. We assume 
that events in successive backoff steps are independent, 
which is a reasonable assumption if the WLAN is relatively 
large and if the time a node spends on collision resolution is 
about the same as the time the channel is sensed bus due to 
collisions by noncolliding nodes. In the DCF, a node _nds 
out that a collision has taken place if it does not receive the 
acknowledgment to its transmission after a certain timeout 
(the ACK Timeout in the basic access mechanism and the 
CTS Timeout in the RTS/CTS mechanism). In other words, 
if a collision happens in a backoff step, the colliding nodes 
are assumed to go through the collision resolution process 
in this same backoff step and, therefore, can be ready for 
transmission in the following backoff step. This way, we 
avoid dependencies on the number of colliding nodes at 
previous backoff steps. Given the above considerations, let 
k denote the backoff stage at which a speci_c node is at a 
certain instant of time, and let nk be the number of backoff 
time slots randomly chosen at the k-th stage. Assuming that 
the events Ei, Es, and Ec have probabilities 

Pe = P{E8 }, Pi = PIEd and Pc = P{Ec}, 
respectively, and given that these events are independent 
and mutually exclusive at each backoff step, then the 
probability that in nk slots we have ri .idle slots., rc 
.collision slots., and rc .successful slots. is given by the 
multinomial probability distribution 

where r ~-.'. 'l'i Fe '''"]T,, p = [Pi p" P"JT 
• Pi +- pc ,+. p, ::::.' 1, 

and, 

{OJ + t c + 1'8 = 1!h, Let t = .0 tc t8 ,where _ is 
the time used when the channel is sensed idle (i.e., one 
backoff slot), ts is the average time the channel is sensed 
busy due to a successful transmission, and tc is the average 
time the channel is sensed busy due to a collision in the 
channel. If we denote by T kB(r; nk) the total backoff time 
spent at the k-th backoff stage when ri slots are idle, rc slots 
have collisions, and rs slots have successful transmissions 
within the randomly chosen nk slots, then 

'r;'""" , '; - .Tt - ". t,o f '0 , B: 1 , ,I, k' - 1 ,- en j +. c' c + '.<'.<' 

Note that the event E = f ri idle slots, rc collision slots, rs 
successful slots j nkg is the same as the event EO = fbackoff 
timer zeros out after ri_+rctc+rsts time slots j nkg. 
Therefore, 

} )I",I'T t·, )J 'pl - plI' I' Jl I) I 0)l'~~~ J - I, .. f:. ,-J' 

From the above results, the average time a node spends at 
the k-th backoff stage when nk backoff steps are chosen is 
simply 

where T~J( n k) indicates that E {T~ \r; n I, ,I : Hk } is a 
function of the randomly chosen value IlK at the k-th 
backoff stage. We can _nally compute the average backoff 
time TkB at the k-th stage by averaging over nk as follows: 

k ",1\,;,-1 =i" "'j-'f "IT J, B = 2...'-'-t"di ' Bl.l.!k,'" I.HkJ 

= ~~:::,,~} nd op, + f"pc +- t.P, :I/trk -::-::: dill'k-oo lj /2. 

where _ = _pi + tcpc + tsps. This last result is quite 
intuitive: it simply states that the average time a node 
spends at the k-th backoff stage is nothing but the product 
of the average number of backoff steps, (Wk 1)=2, 
times the average backoff step size _. Weare now able to 
consider the more general case of the binary exponential 
backoff algorithm. Let Rk be a 3 _ k matrix whose columns' 
are the k .counting events. ri; i = I; 2; : : : ; k of each 
backoff stage up to the k-th stage, i.e, Rk = [rl r2 : : : rk]. 
We are interested in computing PfRk j nkg, where nk = [nl 
n2 : : : nk]T is a column vector of the number of time slots 
chosen in each of the k stages. By our independence 
assumption, the events that happen while a node is in its (k 

1)-th backoff stage are independent of the events that 
happen while the node is in the k-th stage. Therefore, 

IP{Rk 1Ul,} = P{rt ! UkJ ' P{r:21 uk} , , , ' . I'{rk iuk} 

=Pfrl'rq}·P{1'2'n:l}·. "P{rk:ni:l. 16l 

where the last equality expresses the independence, among 
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stages, on the randomly-chosen number of backoff steps. 
Given Rk and nk, the total backoff time can be computed as 
follows: 

)' ~<~ -~ 1 {r'Tt -+- l . .) +. r'T t:1~[J:( R'k:'~ 11j,~) .L-i ~= 1 l' ·c } k\: .: . 

== E~~~l r'f t .+. (~k -~ 1 )t c < (7) 

where tc accounts for the time a node spends on collision 
resolution (according to our previous remark). We can now 
compute the average time it takes to successfully transmit a 
packet after k backoff sta~s: 

'I"B{llj;,~ OJ =:: E:·>r1~B{R~~.~ Ilk) j11k} ==-: 

" . r~,k .}.Tt· ...L l ~< _ .~ \f ] J) fI:.). ~ '.- '1
L-!,R~,~ lL'£=l "i' : \'~f.. '.;~(.'c:' 1.' \.~~ ; llk:f 

2:'~:~lJ~B(lll:') + (k - 1 (8) 

By averaging over ok, and observing that the selected 
number of backoff steps at a speci_c backoff stage is 
independent of the selected number of backoff steps at 
previous stages, we have that 

'TB(k} = E{T R(nk'}- =: >:, l~B(ll~ .. ·;iFtflh.. }. --. ..'; "--'Il.k .....- ;. .......
 

~ nk I~ H {11k) rr~~ 1 F> {n,:~:} 

" .[,",k ·:I~ ... / ~ / f... --; \. '. TIS~] p.).f.··... "}L :n~~ • L...,.,·:i=l . B i. ~ I. h· - 1 }t. C· : );.= t 1.·lr·:i, .', 

2::=1 ~ -t-. {k - 1)t-c'~ (9) 

where TiB is given by Eq.(5). This last result simply tells us 
that the backoff time is a non-linear function of the discrete 
random variable K of the number of backoff stages a node 
has to go through before transmitting a packet successfully. 
Consequently, the backoff time probability distribution is 
the same as the probability distribution of the number of 
backoff stages Kl, which in tum is directly related to the 
probability that a packet is succesfully transmitted at the 
end of the k-th stage. Therefore, if we let qk be the 
probability of success that a packet experiences when it is 
transmitted at the end of the k-th backoff stage, and if we 
make the reasonable assumption that Pfpacket collides at 
the k-th stage j packet collided at the 1st, 2nd, : : : , (k 
1)-th stagesg = Pfpacket collides at the k-th stageg then, 

J). f}.. ··· - ~·>·l - r .k:- t,... ... \1 .. . '1 \ - A I - ~ n· .!.1 _. (/, } :: lj"." ." l . i.= 1 ',' > ~ -'.1 ". ,,: < 

Note that if the probabilities qi are independent of the 
backoff stage and constant, i.e., qi = q; 8 i 2 N, then we 
simply have the geometric distribution 

For simplicity, let us assume from now on that qi = q; 8 i 2 
N. In fact, very accurate throughput results were obtained 
by Bianchi [2] by assuming a constant and independent 
collision probability. Given that, we can now compute the 
_rst two moments of the backoff time TB(k). Let us start 
with the average backoff time TB. From Eq.(9), we have 

l"n =:. FJ'{T'B{k)} =: L:~:ll~B{k)I){I{== k} (12) 

=E~1 [(2::'=1~) + {k - lite] {1- q)k-l q 

= EZ"=I (2::7=1 TiF.) (1 - qlo-l q - i + (1;'1l t ,> 

To compute the first term of Eq.(12), we first observe 
that 

(13) 

lIn ~)n('-t~>-(:1~r IU-app-il1gs ofdiscr~~t~ rando!ll van~bks. if y = g~.x) t1~n 

.P{y =yJ =P{x =xHl0l 

wheremis the .maximum backoff stage., i.e., the value such 
that Wmax = 2mWmin. We can now compute the 
remaining summation in Eq.(12) by splitting it into two 
terms as follows: 

2:~~1 (2::7=1 ~H'i) (1- q)~,-lq = 
~.'1.H {t,.k.··... n. l'l~."\ l} _ {(')k-,l '1+ 
L-i'k~=l '. i.-J:·{=1 "2' ~ l \~. 1.' 9 

\. '

...L" .:.~.:: ,(:',\,J,(C~ l ..t .."'. \) i'1 _ .•. \. ~.~ -_.1. ,.• _ .--, ~~'I') 
I .L....ik=.n·l+l L-':i=l 1" J l {,1. (j) tj ~ y~l < . 

. \ .I 

For S1 we have: 

-1} . 
To find S2, we notice _rst that, for k = m+ 1, 

Hence, for k = m + 2 

2:7=1 ~c>~., =c<H;1I3;1 rE::~1 2,-1 .+ 2::'::':+2 ~ml 
~ 

crH~ili<'~"'1 [(2'~Tl+l ,_ 1) + 2"rnJ .' 

In general, for k = m + , 

",nl'" [2:::i1 
2'-1 -+ E::~~; ... l 2"'] 

(;tH!,,'t [(2nc'+ t _ 1) +. (~'(_ 1) . 2~n]. 

Making the change of variable j = k (m + 1) in S2, we 
have: 

,5'2 ::::::n.n~·.:t:;~t E~~{~: [(2·rn .+ 1 - 1) + j . :trnji (1 _ q)J+ni'q 

1.f'· r , 
'~"A +1 '. .. .').~n..<,.;;.:.:1-q ;I'. m "';'.1 ] 

.{:tIt·. ;'. $ l .~ ,,~, ", '''''l't . 

=:: ~ l(:z."·~ . _. 1" ti - q}l; + '. q' .' 

By adding Sl to S2 we obtain that the average backoff time 
equals 

T fJ = OIWn~j - 1) + (I ~ q) i,., (141 

\vhere 

Therefore, the average time a packet spends in backoff is 
simply the average number of backoff stages it goes 
through (1 =q) times the average time it spends in each 
backoff stage, added to the respective average time spent on 
collision resolution. Note here that the term Wmin_ works 
as an .effective window size., scaling the initial contention
window size according to the maximum backoff stage m 
and the success probability q. In the speci_c case in which 
thecontention window is constant at every backoff stage, 
i.e., 
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is simplyI~ B{ k} == Jr"T't; -i~' f J;~: '.~. 1. )tc~In this case, the 

average backoff time reduces to 
(Yfll!'·;t; ~ .1.) ,",)(1

Tn =' + \~.~ 11" Ie (6)i 

2q 

If we make m = 0 in (15), i.e., if we _x the contention 
window size to the initial contention-window size, we have 

T B = n(H';i;- 1) + (l ~ q) tc~ (7) 

In the same way, if the contention window size is constant 
at every stage k, the variance of the total backoff time is 
given by 

Val' {TEfk)} = var{ )':i=lT~ + (k - 1 } 
(1 ., ... 

V~'\r {k:T* + fl· ~ 1"./ l _. rT* ~ of \2 c,.;;. ~ q}
(.' ,...'..... \ . ,. . j'~: J - !" :', t' ... q2 

.'. .:' '{ 1'" * 'I'j ]. 2: / '1 "'('~ 
fX\'" . - .. " . ~. '.. 1, " .-. (1;" ... . +'lc· ' oJ " ('] 8)

[ 2 · q~ 

In the case of the binary exponential backoff algorithm, we 
need to apply the same techniques we applied before to 
squared and cross-product terms. For conciseness, we omit 
here the intermediate steps and give the _nal expression 
obtained after some algebra: 

\vhere 

,__ f [2 q2 - ,:'lq+ 1 - lr~t -1 .+ lq)q][2(1 - q)rn + 2q2:J 
.- f-l+2q)2 

and, if we make m = 0 we obtain Eq. (18). Given the 
backoff time characterization, the average senJice time T 
equals 

(2()) 

where Ts is the time to successfully transmit a packet at the 
end of the backoff operation. Because Ts is a constant, 

(21) 

Note that the service time distribution is the same as that of 
the backoff time, which, in this case, is a non-linear 
function of a geometric random variable with parameter q. 

3.2 CHANNEL PROBABILITIES 

The model we have just presented is applicable whenever 
the channel state probabilities p = [pi pc ps]T driving a 
node's backoff operation are known. In this Section, we 
compute the values of p for a saturated, single-hop ad hoc 
network under ideal channel conditions. For this purpose, 
we rely on the work by Bianchi [2], which providesa model 
to evaluate the saturation throughput of the IEEE 802.11 
MAC protocol under the hypothesis of ideal channel 
conditions (Le., no hidden terminals and capture). 
Following Bianchi's analysis, we also assume a _xed 
number of nodes, with each node always having a packet 

available for transmission, i.e., the transmission queue of 
each node is assumed to be always nonempty. The key 
approximation of his model, which we adopt here too, is 
that each packet, at each transmission attempt, collides with 
constant and independent probability p = 1 0 [J q 
regardless of the number of retransmissions suffered2. 
This probability is called the conditional collision 
probability, meaning that this is the probability of a 
collision experienced by a packet being transmitted on the 
channel. Bianchi modeled the stochastic process 
representing the backoff time counter for a given node as a 
bidimensional discrete-time Markov process. According to 
his development, the probability _ that a node transmits in a 
randomly chosen slot time is [2] 

2{1- 2p) 

(1 - 2p).:{1·i-·~!n~n + 1) + pll-~~ni~~{l·~ (2]J)lri') 

which is a function of the conditional collision probability 
p, still unknown. To _nd the value of p, it is suf_cient to 
note that the probability p that a transmitted packet faces a 
collision in the channel is the probability that at least one of 
the n 1 remaining nodes transmit in a given time slot. 
By the independence assumption given above, each 
transmission experiences the system in the same state, i.e., 
in steady state. Each remaining node transmits a packet 
with probability _ in steady state. Therefore, 

Ii. = 1- {l- T)ri>~1., 

Equations (22) and (23) form a nonlinear system in the two 
unknowns _ and p that can be solved using numerical 
techniques. In fact, Bianchi showed [2] that this system has 
a unique solution. To make things simpler, and to better 
understand the effect of different parameters on these two 
probabilities, we will _nd an approximate solution to this 
nonlinear system by linearizing both equations. For this 
purpose, let = 1 _ be the probability that a node does not 
transmit in a randomly chosen slot time, i.e., 

(1 ..- 2p) fll~n~in .- 1}. ~+- pll"~nin {l -~. (2p).rn) 
(24)

('1 _. 2jo) Cll-rnin ,+ 1) +. Pll:~~ni n :( 1. (2p) 'f71 ) 

Given the continuity of both (p) and its derivatives3 in the 
interval p 2 (0; 1), the Taylor series expansion of (p) at p = 
ois given by 

ll·...Hdl·~ .- I 2l1·-n·j;r~ '1 

}= + (lFmb + UzP + (){p"'L (251
ll'~Hdn .+. 1 

where O(p2) accounts for the second and high order terms 
in the Taylor series expansion. Hence, a _rst order 
approximation of (p) is simply 

,,/(p) = ~,~:::::: ~ + (ll~:I:rr:n1)2P' (26) 

which, in terms of q = 1 p becomes 

f{q) {i~~i:l:i~)2f}+ IF!~ti\:i~I:'';)'l- 1 

~, {H~:~~i:,l:i~ )2 q + 1. (27) 
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2S (,:K: th,$lh{} pr,}b~~hiii~\: .fJ is t.h~~ sarn:..': {.~S dK'Olk\.Vi: ll'K'd in Si::i.:tion 3. g, 

~~(' n·millUtty w'ith rc~;~>:t to th: -(TLlici1! vJ:1u~ p = 1,/2 {';;m b: Slll}'iJi/n by 
~.hnpt'i f~l·>~ilili.ng '.~'{pJ 1:~~ ttK' ·~~nN'> w':ay :::.s :lB';.\'US d{)n,;~ for 7" {j./;: in [2:~, 

Given that _ = 1 0 D , we have 

(28),tq) = (H~~~:::::'l )2 q fH~~,::l:" IP i 1 = p). 

Figure 2 shows the comparison between the nonlinear 
relationship of (22) with the linear approximation of (28) 
or DSSS parameters (Wmin =32 and m =5). The error in 
the approximation becomes more signi_cant as the collision 
probability grows. However, given the range at which _ is 
varying, the error tends to be very small. In Section 5 we 
evaluate the performance of our approximation. 
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We can now substitute our approximation of _ (q) in the 
equation that relates the probability that no node is 
transmitting at any randomly chosen slot time, i.e., q = (1 

_ )n 1. Because Wmin can assume values such as 16 
or 3~ (depending on the physical layer of choice, according 
to the IEEE 802.11 speci_cations), we have that 

2H'min/(l<Fmin+lj 2 <:< 1. Also, since 0 _ q _ 1, a 

_rst-order approximation of q = (1 - ry·-t is simply 
given by 

Ii [1.- (n~:,:''':'' 1J2 q] n- 1 ,~1 _ ~1~;J:,,~ ~l;:;,~" q 

(ll~~~~i~~ + 1) 2 
)~.:: 

:[ ll":miH -+- 1)2 +. 2r n - 1) ll7~l;;~1~ ~ 

which leads to the following approximation for the collision 
probability p: 

21lr~ni n (It - .l") 
P = (H'miu + 1)2 +2lFm ill (n - 1) 

Equations (28) and (29) clearly show the decoupling we 
have achieved by linearizing the original system of 

equations. Figure 3 shows the conditional collision 
probability p as a function of the number of nodes n and the 
minimum contention windowWmin. As we can see, for the 
current parameters of the IEEE 802.11 protocol, i.e., Wmin 
= 16 (FSSS) and Wmin = 32 (DSSS), the collision 
probability is higher than 0.5 if the number of nodes in the 
wireless LAN exceeds 20 nodes. 
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Figure 3. Collision probability as a function of the number 
of nodes. 

We can now tum to the problem of _nding the conditional 
channel probabilities, represented here by the vector p. For 
this purpose, let Ptr be the probability that there is at least 
one transmission in the considered time slot. Because we 
are considering the events experienced by a node during its 
backoff period, only the remaining n 1 nodes can be 
contending for channel access. Therefore, because each of 
the remaining n 1 nodes transmits a packet with 
probability _ at steady state, we have 

(3(1) 

The probability Psuc that a transmission occurring on the 
hannel is successful is given by the probability that exactly 
one node transmits on the channel, conditioned on the fact 
that at least one node transmits, i.e., 

{no - 1)T{ 1. - T)n-2 
(,31 ) 

1 ..- {1 '-'"7"" n - 1 

Therefore, the probability that a successful transmission 
occurs in a given time slot is 

lis - P fEB} = PtrPs-uc, Accordingly, 

.1J:i - .p.{ E i } == 1 - Ptr and }Jc == j:1{ F~~f: } 

Fi"r (.1 - P~·ti i':')' Figure 4 shows these three probabilities 
as a function of n, the number of nodes. Finally, for the 
ime intervals ts and tc, we follow the de_nitions given by 
Bianchi [2], where4 

t f1: RTS + SIFS +. T +CTS + SIFS + T + H + 

+ E{}~)} + SIFS + T + i\CK + [)IFS + T, (32) 
Rl~S + DIFS + T .. (33) 
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4. MODEL VALIDATION 

In this section we evaluate the accuracy of our model in 
predicting the Jst two moments of a node's service time in 
a single-hop IEEE 802.1 I WLAN. For this purpose, we use 
the simulator Ns-2 [9] to run simulations on network sizes 
varying from 8 to 56 nodes (in steps of 8). All nodes 
transmit to some other node in the network according to the 
same CBR source rate with _xed packet sizes of 1500 bytes 
OP packet). We pick a source rate high enough to saturate 
the nodes for each network size. Nodes are randomly 
placed in an area of 20 _ 20 meters and have no mobility. 
Each run corresponds to 6 minutes of data traCc. We trace 
each node in the network and compute both the mean and 
variance of its service time. We repeat the experiment for 
20 different seeds. We do that not just for statistical 
reasons, but also because of the fairness problem inherent 
in the IEEE 802.1 I DCF. As already reported in the 
literature [I, I I], the available bandwidth is not equally 
shared among competing nodes under the IEEE 802. I I 
protocol. We noticed the same behavior during our 
simulations in some of the randomly-chosen topologies, 
where some nodes were more successful in acquiring the 
channel than others. Regarding the physical layer, we use 
Direct-Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS) with a raw bit 
rate of 2Mbps. Table 4 summarizes the parameters used for 
our simulations. FHSS standard-speci_c paramaters are 
listed for completeness (ACK Timeout and CTS Timeout 
are not speci_ed in the standard). We compute the average 
service time and jitter of each node in each run, and take the 
average over all nodes in the network. We repeat this 
computation for all 20 seeds and report the results averaged 
over the 20 seeds. Figure 5 shows the numerical results for 
the average service time for both simulations and analytical 
models (linear and nonlinear). In this Figure, the error bars 

express the 98th percentile range (I st through 99th 
percentiles) over the service times obtained in simulations. 
As we can see, our analytical model perfonns quite well, 
especially in small to medium-size networks, providing us 
with an upper bound 

Tnhle 1. PhyskaJ Laver Parameters. 
US::;S fHSS 

IVmin 3216 
n'max 1024 1024 
MAC Header 34 bytes 34 t:¥tes 
ACK 38 bytes 30 t:¥tes 
crs 38 byte,s 30 t:¥tes 
RTS 44 bytes 36 t:¥tes 
Slot Time 20 ttsec 50~fse<:; 

S!FS to !tSS'C 28 ;tsec 
OIFS 50 ttsec 128~tseo 
ACK.Timeout 2t2/tsec 
CTS.Timeout 348;tsec 

6.----..,....-----,-----,-----,-------r-----, 

--++-Simlilatioo 
. ...••••. ! •.S - B - Non-linsar M{)OOI 

U~ar Model 

............: ; ~ . .....
 . . 

,-~_1' F:1 p' 
oL--SJ::-:=:.2:!..~.......::..:--f::-::....--+::------;:!;;_-----;;
 o 10 20 30 4D 50 50 

Number of Stations 
Figure 5. Average service time as the number of nodes 
increases. Error bars show the Ist through the 99th 
percentiles obtained in simulations. 

on the average service time. Regarding the increasing 
discrepancy observed as the number of nodes grows, we 
note two main reasons. First, in our analytical model, a 
packet can backoff in_nitely in time, whereas in simulations 
(as in the standard) retry counters help the MAC detennine 
when it is no longer worth it to continue attempting to 
transmit a packet. Therefore, only packets that were not 
discarded had their service time considered in the statistics. 
The second reason stems from our assumption that periods 
of collision experienced by colliding nodes have the same 
duration as the periods in which the channel is sensed busy 
by noncolliding nodes. As mentioned before, this is not 
necessarily true, because the CTS timeout is usually longer 
than the assumed tc, which lasts RTS + DIFS + __sec for 
noncolliding nodes. Fortunately, this discrepancy is 
practically irrelevant if we note the high variability of the 
service time as the number of nodes grows, and the fact that 
the average service timepredicted by both linear and 
nonlinear models are within the 98th percentile range of 
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simulation results., as shown in Figure 5. Another important 
result is shown in Figure 6, where we can see how accurate 
our analytical model is in predicting the magnitude of the 
itter experienced by each node in the network. The 
similarity is quite striking, with the jitter predicted by the 
nonlinear model a little bit less than that in simulations. 
From Figures 5, and 6, we see that the linear model is a 
more conservative model, providing higher values for both 
delay and jitter. This is due to the fact that, for the same 
values of nand Wmin, the probability of having 
transmissions and collisions in the channel during a node's 
backoff time is usually higher for the linear model than for 
the nonlinear model. Consequently, the delay and jitter are 
also higher. 
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5. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

This section addresses the impact of some of the IEEE 
802.11 parameters on the average service time and jitter for 
both DSSS and FUSS physical layers, based on the model 
we developed in Section 3 for saturated networks. Unless 
stated otherwise, the parameters used are the ones in Table 
4. First, we consider the impact of the initial contention
window size on the average service time and jitter. Figures 
7(a) and 7(c) show the results for the DSSS physical layer 
and Figures 7(b) and 7(d) show the results for the FHSS 
physical layer. Fromthe results, we see that, overall, DSSS 
performs better than FHSS in both average service time and 
jitter. In particular, if we look at the performance for their 
real parameters (Wmin = 32 for DSSS and Wmin = 16 for 
FHSS), we see that FHSS average service time is, roughly 
speaking, twice the values of the DSSS physical layer, 
specially for large networks. DSSS and FHSS exhibit the 
same behavior in terms of jitter. An important observation 
to be made here is that, as far as delay and jitter in saturated 
networks is concerned, increasing the initial contention
window size improves the performance of the system in 
both physical layers. Figures 7(e), 7(f), 7(g), and 7(d) show 
very clearly the impact of the initial contention-window 
size on service time and jitter. The results refer to window 
sizes of 8., 16, 32, 64, 128, 512, and 1024. Both metrics 

drop dramatically as we increase the initial contention
window size to values such as 512 or 1024. For small to 
medium-size networks (around 20 nodes) the jitter is very 
small and the average service time is practically constant 
for window sizes higher than 128. For small values of 
window sizes, DSSS still performs better than FHSS. Their 
performance becomes similar when window sizes are 
bigger than 128. Figures 8(a), 8(b), 8(c), and 8(d) show the 
performance of DSSS and FHSS physical layers for packet 
sizes of 32, 64, 128, 512, and 1024 bytes (IP packets). We 
see again that DSSS outperforms FHSS in both average 
service tinle and jitter. From the graphs., we see that 
performance is not very affected for medium-sized 
networks. However, the impact on system performance is 
more critical for large networks, where a considerable 
increase in mean service tinle and jitter is noticeable as 
packet size increases. This result can be explained if we 
refer to Figure 4. In this Figure, it is shown that, as the 
number of nodes grows, the probability of having a 
successful transmission in the channel also grows, which 
directly affects the average slot size _. Therefore, even 
though it is commonly stated that the RTS/CTS mechanism 
is throughput-effective when the packet size increases [2], 
we are facing here a clear trade-off on delay/throughput 
performance as the number of nodes increases. Figures 8(e) 
and 8(g) show the average service time and jitter as we vary 
the slot time size for the case of the DSSS physical layer. 
Figures 8(f) and 8(h) show the results for the FHSS 
physical layer. Data packet size is _xed to 1024 bytes. From 
the graphs, we see that, even though we have a big packet 
size, the slot time size has neglible impact on system 
performance for both DSSS and FHSS physical layers. This 
result parallels the one reported by Bianchi [2], where 
throughput does not change much as we vary the slot time 
size. The fact is that, the amount of idle channel time still 
remains marginal with respect to the time spent in 
transmissions and collisions regardless of how much we 
increase the slot size. Figures 9(a), 9(b), 9(c), and 9(d) 
show the results quantifying the impact of the maximum 
backoff stage (parameter m) on the service time for DSSS 
and FHSS physical layers.The results show that, as far as 
service time and jitter are concerned, the binary exponential 
backoff algorithm can be very harmful in large, saturated 
networks if the maximum backoff stage is high. In both 
DSSS and FHSS we see that, the fewer backoff stages, the 
better is the performance, specially for large networks. This 
fact suggests that, in saturated networks where nodes 
always have a packet ready to be sent in the head of their 
queues, the binary exponential backoff algorithm seems to 
be inappropriate. In fact, nodes will constantly have to 
backoff. However, according to our results, it is more 
effective to keep a constant, large contention window size 
than to increase the size of the contention window 
exponentially. This way, nodes will be more aggressive in 
acquiring the _oor, providing lower delays. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, we presented an analytical model for 
computation of the average service time and jitter 
experienced by a packet when transmitted in a saturated ad 
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hoc network in which the IEEE 802.11 DCF is used. Using 
a bottom-up approach, we built the _rst two moments of the 
service time 
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Figure 7. Average service time versus number of nodes for different initial contention-window sizes: (a) DSSS 
(b) FHSS. Jitter versus number of nodes for different initial contention-window sizes: (c) DSSS (d) FHSS. Average 
service time versus initial contention-window size for different network sizes: (e) DSSS (f) FHSS. Jitter versus 
initial contention-window size for different network sizes: (g) DSSS (h) FHSS. 
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Figure 8. Average service time versus packet size for different network sizes: (a) DSSS (b) FHSS. Jitter versus 
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Figure 9. Average service time versus maximum backoff stage: (a) DSSS (b) FHSS. Jitter versus maximum backoff 
stage: (c) DSSS (d) FHSS. 

based on the IEEE 802.11 binary exponential backoff 
algorithm and the events underneath its operation. We 
provid~d a general model that can be applied to many 
scenanos where the channel state probabilities that drive a 
node's backoff operation are known. Here, we applied our 
model to saturated single-hop networks with ideal channel 
conditions and we carried out a performance evaluation of a 
node's average service time and jitter for the DSSS and 
FHSS physical layers. According to our results, as far as 
delay and jitter are concerned, DSSS performs better than 
FHSS. In addition to this, we found that, in contrast to 
previous studies on throughput in which the RTS/CTS 
mechanism was found to be practically independent of the 
initial contention-window size and network size, these 
parameters have a major impact on systemperformance if 
delay is the metric in which we are interested. In this case, 
the higher the initial contention-windowsize, the smaller the 
average service time and jitter are, especially for large 
networks. On the other hand, if we consider packet size, the 
opposite applies: the smaller the packet, the smaller the 
a~erage service time and jitter are. Regarding the slot time 
Size, we found that it has neglible impact on delay 
perf?rmance for both DSSS and FHSS. Finally, for the 
maxImum backoff stage, the binary exponential backoff 
algorithm was found to be harmful if both the maximum 
backoff stage and the number of nodes in the network are 
large. As far as delay in saturated IEEE 802.11 networks is 
concerned, the binary exponential backoff algorithm seems 
to be inapropriate, and a large and constant contention 
~ndow. size was showed to be more eCcient, with packet 
sizes bemg selected according 

to the network size. 
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